The influence of variations in the measuring procedure on quantitative nuclear image features in histologic sections of lung tissue.
The qualitative and quantitative features of cell nuclei in tissue sections play an important role in diagnostic histopathology; variations in staining intensity and measuring procedures may interfere with their proper evaluation. To identify nuclear features that are relatively insensitive to these technical variables, the influence of critical steps in a scanning-stage densitometer measuring system was studied on 87 quantitative nuclear image (QNI) features in histologic sections of lung tissue. The influences of the following measuring variations were evaluated: interactive segmentation (with and without median filtering; with and without 5% uniform distributed noise added); scanning (with and without median filtering); calibration of the photomultiplier (different background localizations and different intensity levels); and time. In addition, the influence of artificially changed intensity variations was investigated. The results showed that, while the coefficient of variation (CV) induced by variations in the measuring system was usually low (below 10%), for some QNI features the CV can be high (up to 216%). The influence of artificial variations in intensity was restricted: only a minority of the QNI features showed a significant difference. Of the 87 QNI features, 35 had a CV of less than 10%, and 25 of these were significantly correlated with each other. Thus, only ten uncorrelated, low-CV QNI features remained; these belonged to all of the different QNI feature categories used. These features may be diagnostically important since they may best describe the morphologic properties of the nuclei. The results of this study should help in selecting quantitative nuclear image features that are less sensitive to variations in the measuring procedure and staining intensity.